Perspectico- Team

Nikhil Chainani, CEO: Nikhil is the founder of Perspectico. Prior to founding
Perspectico, Nikhil was a part of the Investment Banking team at Nomura in
Mumbai. He is a graduate of Delhi University.
He has worked in the TMT (Mergers and Acquisitions) team of Nomura, and has
worked with EMEA regions. He brings significant experience in the education
sector, which was one of the sector focuses of his team. He has previously led a
student organization called Contangrow, which was a student platform for
conducting career-related talks by the industry experts.
He also has been part of organizations such as Duff & Phelps, where he worked
on the valuation of early-stage companies. His work has been published on
several platforms including Your Story (https://yourstory.com/2015/). He has
also conducted live projects of real estate advisors such as CBRE.
He holds a BMS (Finance) degree from Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business
studies. He is also an AFP (Associate Financial Planner) certified by FPSB, USA.

Sulaksh Dixit, CBO: Sulaksh is an integral part of Perspectico and is currently
leading all our business development endeavors. Prior to this, he was the
Assistant Manager, Marketing in Dineout. He is a graduate of Delhi University.
He started off with founding Porcellia, which is a millennial marketing startup.
He has been quoted to say that 'football is my life'. Apart from that, he is a very
determined individual who likes to help the community whenever he gets a
chance.
He holds a degree in B.A. History (Hons.) from Hindu College. He also has a
diploma in Creative Graphic Designing from SACAC.
Shivam Ahuja, CTO: Shivam is a gifted Software Engineer who has continuously
proven himself to be indispensable to Perspectico. Prior to joining Perspectico,
Shivam the Senior Software Engineer for Codalien Technologies, New Delhi. He
is a graduate of the Technological Institute of Textiles and Sciences.
He has worked on a number of projects ranging from the BMW Prive CRM,
Active Pathways, Airwhizz, LetsMath and has been associated with PVR, Albert
Pinto, FabHotels, Cradbo among the others.
He holds a B.Tech (Computer Science) degree. He is also an experienced
Complex User Flows Integrator.

Gaurav Raj, Head of Content and Communications: Gaurav is leading the
content and communications and the college onboarding departments, as well
as the resume writing division of Perspectico. Prior to joining Perspectico,

Gaurav has worked as the Editor and Research Support Associate for Skill Power
Magazine, which is published by the Instrumentation, Automation, Surveillance,
and Communication Sector Skill Council. He is a graduate of Delhi University.
He has been acclaimed by the WingWord Poetry Prize, Delhi Poetry Slam. He has
also been a finalist to the Poetry Matters Project 2018, US.
He holds a B.A. Economics (Hons.) degree from Hindu College. He also has a
diploma in Introduction to Psychology from Yale University, US.

Khushboo Sahrawat, Member of the Content Team: Khushboo is responsible
for strategizing the Content and Public Relations, as well as the Digital Marketing
for Perspectico.
Prior to that, she has worked as a content writer for an online adventure
magazine. Presently, she is pursuing a Masters in Society and Culture from IIT
Gandhinagar. She is a graduate from Delhi University.
She is a research scholar and holds a bachelor's degree in English Literature from
Kirori Mal College, DU. Having completed the certification specializations from
the University of California,Irvine, Arizona State University and Michigan State
University, she is competent in writing, researching and journalism.
Dishita Jain, Member of the Sales Team: Dishita is the newest member of Team
Perspectico and works very diligently. Prior to joining Perpectico, she has been a
part of Project Meraki and has organized a number of events. She is currently
pursuing her bachelor's degree in B.Com (Prog) from Dyal Singh College, Delhi
University.

